Learning Object Names at Different Hierarchical Levels Using Cross-Situational Statistics
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Abstract

Objects in the world usually have names at different hierarchical levels (e.g., beagle, dog, animal). This research investigates adults’ ability to use cross-situational statistics to simultaneously learn object names at individual and category levels. The results revealed that adults were able to use co-occurrence information to learn hierarchical labels in contexts where the labels for individual objects and labels for categories were presented in completely separated blocks, in interleaved blocks, or mixed in the same trial. Temporal presentation schedules significantly affected the learning of individual object labels, but not the learning of category labels. Learners’ subsequent generalization of category labels indicated sensitivity to the structure of statistical input.
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1. Introduction

There are multiple levels of ambiguity in most word learning scenarios. As Quine’s (1960) referential uncertainty problem illustrates, the world offers a seemingly infinite number of possible word-meaning mappings. Every time a learner hears a novel word, it is often ambiguous whether the word refers to one of the objects present in view, to part of an object, to its property or movement, or to the scene as a whole. Even though the referential uncertainty problem was originally raised as a philosophical puzzle, it has a huge influence on the conceptualization of word learning problems in language acquisition. From a cognitive perspective, we can further decompose the referential uncertainty...
problem into two subsequent learning tasks. As shown in Fig. 1, when a language learner hears “here is a modi,” there are many objects in the scene that serve as potential referents of the novel word modi. Thus, the learner needs to first discover which object goes with the word. This word-referent mapping problem has long been the focus of empirical research (e.g., Baldwin, 1993; Markman & Wachtel, 1988; Smith, Jones, & Landau, 1996; Tomasello & Akhtar, 1995). After the learner successfully links the word modi with the object “dog” in the scene, she needs to infer the meaning of modi from the observed object(s). More specifically, does the word modi refer to the particular dog in the scene, one breed of dogs (e.g., beagles), all dogs, or all animals? This example also demonstrates that an object can have names at different hierarchical levels (e.g., beagle, dog, animal) and a single label may be mapped to more than one object (e.g., the word dog can be used to refer to different instances of dogs).

Numerous studies have shown that young children, and even adults to some degree, have a tendency to assume that one object has only one name (e.g., Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, Bailey, & Wenger, 1992; Markman & Wachtel, 1988). However, it has also been documented that children as young as 2 years of age can go beyond one-to-one mappings and comprehend and produce labels at different hierarchical levels (e.g., cat and animal, Clark & Svaib, 1997). To do so, young language learners need to solve both word-referent mapping and word-meaning mapping problems.

Cross-situational learning has been proposed as a solution to early word learning. The idea is that language learners use word-object co-occurrences across different situations to learn the mappings between words and their potential referents/meanings. A growing body of research suggests that humans are able to use co-occurrence information gathered across situations to learn nouns, verbs, and adjectives (e.g., Akhtar & Montague, 1999; Childers & Paik, 2009; Scott & Fisher, 2012; Smith & Yu, 2008; Suanda & Namy, 2012; Vlach & Johnson, 2013; Yu & Smith, 2007) and to simultaneously acquire nouns and verbs (Monaghan, Mattock, Davies, & Smith, 2015). A few recent studies have shown

Fig. 1. Word-referent mapping and word-meaning mapping problems. In order to successfully learn a novel label, learners not only need to figure out the target referent of a label from many potential candidates, but also need to infer whether or how the label can be used to refer to other objects.
that adults are capable of using cross-situational statistics to map two labels to a same object (e.g., Benitez, Yurovsky, & Smith, 2016; Poepsel & Weiss, 2014), map two objects to a same label (Yurovsky, Yu, & Smith, 2013), and even map two labels to two objects (Kachergis, Yu, & Shiffrin, 2012). These studies indicate the possibility of using cross-situational statistics to learn words at different hierarchical levels, as learning hierarchical labels involves the mappings between one object and multiple words (e.g., an object mapped to the words beagle and dog) as well as the mappings between one word and multiple objects (e.g., the word dog mapped to different dog instances). Recently, Gangwani, Kachergis, and Yu (2010) conducted a cross-situational learning study, in which each learning trial contained two novel objects and three novel words (Experiment 1). Two of the words in a trial were mapped to only one object each and the third word was mapped to both objects. Participants were able to learn both one-word-to-one-object and one-word-to-many-objects mappings. This study provides initial evidence suggesting that cross-situational statistics can be used to acquire hierarchical labels.

Learning the meanings of object labels is more than just attaching a novel word to a particular referent (or referents) encountered when the word is heard. It involves an understanding of how broadly the word can be generalized beyond the encountered referent(s). In a word generalization study, Xu and Tenenbaum (2007) found that adults and children are sensitive to the range spanned by the objects they saw (e.g., three different dogs or three different animals) when hearing a label. Their subsequent generalization of that label is consistent with the span of the encountered instances (e.g., to other dogs or to other animals).

To date, however, the word learning literature has mainly focused on either the word-referent mapping problem (e.g., cross-situational learning studies) or the word-meaning mapping problem (e.g., word generalization studies), but not both (see Chen, Gershkoff-Stowe, Wu, Cheung, & Yu, 2016, for a recent exception). To have a more complete picture of the word learning processes, the present paper investigates adults’ cross-situational learning of labels belonging to different hierarchies and their subsequent generalization of category labels. Specifically, we explore adults’ ability to use co-occurrence information to learn both individual labels and category labels for objects belonging to different categories. Furthermore, we test whether learners generalize category labels to novel instances and, if so, whether their generalization scope is consistent with the span of the objects encountered during learning phase. These tasks require learners to simultaneously solve both word-referent and word-meaning mapping problems through a brief training session.

The second goal of the current project is to examine the effect of temporal arrangement on the learning of individual and category labels. One challenge of learning multiple labels for the same object is that different labels may compete with each other and interfere with the learning of the other. Benitez et al. (2016) found that when learning two labels for a same object, inter-item competition is reduced when the two labels are presented in completely separated blocks. Similar benefits of blocked designs have been found in several other cross-situational word learning studies (e.g., Vlach & Johnson, 2013; Yurovsky et al., 2013). On the other hand, some previous category learning studies have shown that interleaved object presentation promotes category learning and
generalization (e.g., Kang & Pashler, 2012; Kornell & Bjork, 2008; Wahlheim, Dunlosky, & Jacoby, 2011; though see also Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015; Vlach & Kalish, 2014). These two lines of studies suggest that word learning and category learning may benefit from different types of temporal presentations. Therefore, one question to ask is whether temporal arrangement of label presentations differentially affects cross-situational learning of labels for individual objects and labels for categories. To test this possibility, we studied individual and category label learning using three different temporal arrangements: completely separated blocks, interleaved blocks, and mixed in the same trial. From a word learning perspective, having individual and category labels presented in blocks may minimize inter-item competition. However, from a category learning perspective, blocked designs may not be optimal for learning category labels. Presenting individual and category labels in different blocked schedules (i.e., separated vs. interleaved) allows us to test whether these two types of labels have to be completely non-overlapping or whether they can occur in close proximity. On the other hand, in natural language learning environments, labels heard in the same context do not always belong to the same hierarchical level. For example, in the sentence “I left my mug on the table,” the word mug is a subordinate-level word, which belongs to the basic-level category of cup, while the word table is a basic-level word. Presenting individual and category labels in the same trial allows us to simulate this type of learning scenario.

In the following experiment, participants went through cross-situational learning trials to learn labels for different categories and labels for individual objects. These two types of labels were presented in three temporal arrangements: completely separated blocks (Separated condition), interleaved blocks (Interleaved condition), or mixed in the same trial (Mixed condition). In addition to examining participants’ ability to learn hierarchical labels presented in different temporal arrangements, we also investigated whether and how learners generalize newly acquired category labels to novel instances.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants were 79 undergraduate students (56 females, mean age: 18.93, SD = 1.33) at Indiana University who received course credits for volunteering. They were randomly assigned into one of three conditions: Separated condition (n = 27), Interleaved condition (n = 26), or Mixed condition (n = 26).

2.2. Stimuli and design

2.2.1. Stimuli

Unlike most cross-situational studies that used novel objects as visual stimuli, previous studies on how input structure affected word generalization mainly used real objects organized around different taxonomic categories (e.g., Spencer, Perone, Smith, & Samuelson,
2011; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). Following this line of work, the training stimuli used in the current study were real objects organized around different basic-level categories. This design allowed us to pre-determine category boundaries and examine whether participants over-generalized category labels to objects at different hierarchical levels.

Two sets of visual training stimuli were used. Each set consisted of 16 pictures of real objects that belonged to four different basic-level categories, two natural kind (e.g., dogs and peppers) and two artifact categories (e.g., chairs and cups, see Fig. 2A). The items were selected based on two criteria: (a) being a clear member of a training category, and (b) easily distinguishable from other members of the same category. Two naïve research assistants were presented with the pictures, one at a time, and asked to come up with a basic-level label for each item. The agreement in responses was 96.9%. Items in a category were also paired with each other. The research assistants were asked to judge how easy it was to perceptually distinguish between the items in each pair on a scale of 1 (not distinguishable) to 7 (easily distinguishable). The mean rating across all pairs was 6.92 (range: 6-7). The training auditory stimuli included 20 pseudo-words that followed the phonological rules of English. Of the 20 words, 16 were used as individual labels, each mapped to only one object (e.g., vamy in Fig. 2A), and 4 were category labels, each mapped to four objects (e.g., zorch in Fig. 2A).

For each training set, 16 additional objects were used at test as generalization items (four objects per category). Half of the objects were novel instances from the training basic-level categories (e.g., a German shepherd and a dachshund for the dog category). The other half of the objects were novel instances that belonged to the same superordinate-level category, but came from a different basic-level category as the training objects. For example, one of the items was a rabbit and another was a pig. Both objects belong to the superordinate animal category, but they are not dogs.

2.2.2. Training session

There were two types of training trials, individual label learning trials and category label learning trials. In each individual label learning trial, participants saw three objects, each from a different category, and heard their individual labels presented in random order (e.g., Trials 1, 9 and 13 in Fig. 2B). Within each trial, word-object mappings were ambiguous. However, across trials, each individual label co-occurred consistently with only one object. For example, given the information in Trial 1, learners could not tell which object was mapped to the word vamy. However, in Trial 13, if participants remembered having heard the word vamy while seeing the beagle, they should be able to infer that vamy was mapped to the beagle. Similarly, in each category label learning trial, participants were not given the information of which object was mapped to which word. However, every time they heard the word zorch (Trials 33, 37, and 48 in Fig. 2B), they saw a dog in the same trial. Keeping track of word-object co-occurrences should allow participants to learn the mappings between objects and category labels as well.

Over the training session, each object occurred nine times, six times with their individual label and three times with the category label. This design yielded a total of 48
training trials (16 objects \times (6 individual labels + 3 category labels)/3 objects per trial). Each learning trial took 9 s. The entire training session lasted 7.2 min.

There were three different conditions: Separated, Interleaved, and Mixed. In the Separated condition (Fig. 2B), trials containing individual labels were presented in the first block (Individual Label Block) while trials containing category labels were presented in the second block (Category Label Block). There were 32 trials in the Individual Label Block and
16 trials in the Category Label Block. In the Interleaved condition (Fig. 2C), the training trials were divided into eight blocks, with Blocks 1, 3, 5, 7 containing individual labels and Blocks 2, 4, 6, 8 containing category labels. There were eight trials in each Individual Label Block and four trials in each Category Label Block. Each training trial in the Mixed condition contained one category label and two individual labels (Fig. 2D).

2.2.3. Testing session

Following training, there were four tasks in the testing session: Individual Label Mapping, Category Label Mapping, Basic-level Generalization, and Superordinate-level Generalization. There were 16 Individual Label Mapping and 16 Category Label Mapping trials (one for each object, see Fig. 2E). In each Mapping trial, participants heard either one individual label or one category label and had to pick its referent from four training objects, one from each category.

In the Basic-level Generalization task, participants heard one category label and saw four novel objects (Fig. 2F). Each of the four objects was a novel instance from one of the trained categories (e.g., a dachshund from the dog category). To test whether participants mapped the category label only to the instances seen during the learning session or whether they were willing to generalize the label to novel instances, each Generalization trial contained a box indicating “none of the items.” The participants were instructed to find the object that best matched the label they heard in each trial. If they thought that none of the objects was a good match, they could select “none of the items.” In the Superordinate-level Generalization task, participants heard one category label in each trial and saw four novel superordinate-level-matched objects (e.g., a pig). Like the Basic-level Generalization trials, each Superordinate-level Generalization trial also contained a box indicating “none of the items,” which offered the option of not generalizing the category label to any of the items. This task was to examine whether participants generalized the category labels to objects outside of the training categories. Including the option “none of the items” in the Basic-level and Superordinate-level Generalization tasks allowed us to determine how willing participants were to generalize category labels to novel instances at different hierarchical levels.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment was divided into a training session and a testing session. In the training session, participants went through 48 trials, each containing three objects and three words. They had to track the word-object co-occurrences in order to learn correct mappings. Learners were only instructed to find the mappings between words and objects and were not informed of the category structure, nor were they told that there were different types of labels to learn.

Following the training session, participants first went through two Mapping tasks, Individual Label Mapping and Category Label Mapping, and then two Generalization tasks, Basic-level Generalization and Superordinate-level Generalization tasks. Each Mapping task contained 16 trials (one for each object) and each Generalization task consisted of
eight trials (two for each category). These four tasks were presented in fixed order. The test trials within each task were presented in random order.

3. Results

In what follows, we first examine whether participants learned individual and category labels in each condition and compare word learning performance across conditions. After that, we investigate whether learners generalized the category labels to novel instances at different hierarchical levels and test whether there were group differences. All following analyses were conducted using mixed-effects logistic regressions (Jaeger, 2008). Response for each trial was coded as correct (1) or incorrect (0). Participants and Trials were included as random effects.

3.1. Mapping performance

We first examined whether participants were able to learn individual label-object mappings by comparing their word learning performance against chance. As shown in Fig. 3A, participants in all three conditions learned more individual labels than expected by chance (Separated: $\beta = 1.69$, $z = 6.29$, $p < .001$; Interleaved: $\beta = 1.61$, $z = 6.36$, $p < .001$; Mixed: $\beta = 0.92$, $z = 5.57$, $p < .001$). We next tested whether participants in different conditions performed differently from each other. There was a significant effect of condition ($\beta = 2.15$, $z = 6.85$, $p < .001$). Participants in both Separated and Interleaved conditions had better performance than their counterparts in the Mixed condition.

Fig. 3. Word learning performance. (A) Mean proportion (and standard error) of accurate responses in Individual and Category Label Mapping trials. The dashed line indicates chance level (0.25). (B) Mean proportion of objects that participants learned both individual and category labels for. The dashed line indicates chance level ($0.25 \times 0.25 = 0.0625$).
Participants also learned more category labels than expected by chance (Separated: \( \beta = 0.99, z = 4.42, p < .001 \); Interleaved: \( \beta = 1.19, z = 3.48, p < .001 \); Mixed: \( \beta = 0.89, z = 5.11, p < .001 \)). There was no significant group difference in their category label mapping performance (\( \beta = -0.06, z = -0.9, \text{n.s.} \)). This finding suggests that temporal arrangements did not affect category label learning.

As Fig. 3A shows, participants’ (particularly the Separated and Interleaved groups’) overall performance in the Individual Label Mapping task was better than their Category Label learning performance. These differences were not surprising, since each object co-occurred with its individual label six times but only with the category label three times during training. The accuracy differences in these two Mapping tasks likely reflected the frequency patterns in the training design.

One critical question is whether participants can learn both individual and category labels for the same object (Fig. 3B). All three groups of participants learned both labels for more objects than expected by chance (chance = 0.25 \times 0.25 = 0.0625; Separated: \( \beta = 1.52, z = 5.76, p < .001 \); Interleaved: \( \beta = 1.37, z = 4.24, p < .001 \); Mixed: \( \beta = 0.83, z = 3.70, p < .001 \)). There was a significant effect of condition (\( \beta = -0.41, z = -2.67, p < .05 \)). Participants in both Separated and Interleaved conditions had better performance than their counterparts in the Mixed condition (\( \beta > 0.41, ps < .05 \)). This pattern is most likely driven by the fact that individual label learning in the Mixed condition was not as good as the other two conditions.

Together, the results from the Mapping tasks suggest that participants were able to use co-occurrences to learn both individual and category labels for the same object. As long as these two types of labels were presented in different trials, whether or not they were in completely separated blocks did not affect learning. However, individual label learning was compromised when learning trials contained both types of labels. In contrast, category label learning was not affected by temporal arrangements of label presentations.

3.2. Generalization performance

We next examined how broadly participants generalized the category labels. In particular, we were interested in their selection of novel same-category instances (Fig. 4A) and “none of the items” (Fig. 4B) in the Generalization tasks. If they learned the category structure in the training stimuli, they should pick the novel same-category instances in the Basic-level Generalization task but select “none of the items” in the Superordinate-level Generalization task. As Fig. 4A shows, participants in all three conditions generalized the category labels to novel same-category instances more than expected by chance in the Basic-level Generalization task (Separated: \( \beta = 1.36, z = 4.61, p < .001 \); Interleaved: \( \beta = 0.93, z = 2.31, p < .05 \); Mixed: \( \beta = 0.79, z = 3.14, p < .01 \)) while their selections of the novel same-category instances were not different from chance in the Superordinate-level Generalization trials (all \( ps > .05 \)). In contrast, they tended to select “none of the items” in the Superordinate-level Generalization task (Fig. 4B, Separated: \( \beta > 2.0, ps < .001 \)). This result indicates an advantage of blocked designs for learning individual labels.
\( b = 2.45, z = 6.51, p < .001; \) Interleaved: \( b = 1.87, z = 6.01, p < .001; \) Mixed: \( b = 2.24, z = 6.06, p < .001 \), but not in the Basic-level Generalization task (Separated: \( b = -1.462, z = -2.43, p < .05; \) Interleaved: \( b = -2.065, z = -2.65, p < .001; \) Mixed: \( b = -0.91, z = -2.20, p < .05 \)). There was no significant group difference in any of the response types in the generalization tasks (all \( p s > .05 \)). These results suggest that participants in all three conditions were willing to generalize category labels to novel basic-level members, but not to superordinate-level-matched items.

4. Discussion

In this research, we investigated adults’ cross-situational learning of hierarchical labels with different temporal presentation schedules. There are three main findings. First, learners are able to use cross-situational statistics to learn both individual and category labels for the same object. Second, they use co-occurrence statistics of multiple word-object mappings to infer category structure from the stimuli. Third, temporal arrangements of label presentations have different effects on the learning of individual and category labels.

4.1. Learning labels at different hierarchical levels

Previous studies have shown that adults are able to use co-occurrences to learn more than one-to-one mappings (Benitez et al., 2016; Kachergis et al., 2012; Poepsel
The current research further demonstrates that participants were not only able to learn both individual and category labels when the labels were presented in different blocks. They could also learn these two types of labels at the same time in a context where labels at different hierarchical levels were presented together in the same trial. Our study suggests that adults have a very powerful statistical learning ability that allows them to concurrently track multiple levels of word-object mappings and further extract hierarchical information from the stimuli. Our results also add to the current literature by showing that humans are adept at simultaneously tracking multiple levels of statistical regularities (e.g., Chen et al., 2016; Fiser & Aslin, 2001; Monaghan, Mattock, & Walker, 2012; Romberg & Saffran, 2013).

In the current study, every Individual Label Mapping trial contained four objects, each coming from a different category. This design did not test whether learners mapped an individual label (e.g., vamy) to other members from the same category (e.g., other dogs). Even though we cannot rule out this possibility, we think it is unlikely in the current paradigm for three reasons. First, previous cross-situational studies using designs similar to the current one demonstrate that learners consistently map individual labels to individual target objects, but not to other members in the same category. (Chen & Yu, 2017; Chen et al., 2016). For example, Chen and Yu (2017) examined the effects of learning and retrieval contexts on cross-situational word learning by using real objects belonging to different categories (e.g., mammals, vegetables, vehicles). In Experiment 2 of that paper, there were two types of four-alternative forced-choice (4-AFC) test trials. One type of test trials had all four objects from the same category (e.g., all mammals) while the other type had each object coming from a different category. The presence of same-category distractors (i.e., foil objects from the same category as the target) did not affect test accuracy, even when category information was highlighted during both training and test phases. Participants mapped each label to one target object only, and not to other members from the same category. Second, as mentioned in the Method section, each training trial contained three objects, one from a different category. Therefore, each individual label never co-occurred with non-target items from the same category during learning (e.g., the word vamy never co-occurred with dogs other than the target beagle during training). Past cross-situational learning studies suggest that the more frequently a foil object co-occurs with a word during learning phase, the more likely it competes with the target (e.g., Roembke & McMurray, 2016). Because of the non-co-occurrence between an individual label and non-target members from the same category, those non-target members would not likely to be strong competitors even if they were included in the test trials. Third, prior word generalization research (e.g., Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007; though see also Spencer et al., 2011) suggests that, after hearing a novel word applied to one breed of dogs (e.g., beagles) multiple times, adults tend to map the word to that specific breed only and not to generalize the word to other breeds (e.g., Dalmatians, Labradors). For these reasons, we think it is unlikely that participants would map an individual label to all members of a training category in the current design.
4.2. Category label generalization

The fact that learners generalized category labels to novel instances at the same basic level suggests that they likely mapped these labels to a whole category of objects, be they present or unseen during the learning session, and not just to the trained instances. More importantly, participants’ scope of generalization was consistent with the category boundaries present in the input. They generalized the labels to novel instances that came from the same basic-level categories as the trained items, but they did not over-generalize the labels to novel superordinate-level-matched instances. These results are consistent with Xu and Tenenbaum’s (2007) findings and show that adults are sensitive to the input category structure.

There are a few specific features of the training categories used in the current study that are worth mentioning. The categories are basic-level categories, and thus members of a category are perceptually (fairly) similar. In addition, all training objects occurred equally often during learning phase. Previous studies have shown that the taxonomic distance between exemplars and the distributions of exemplars affect category learning and subsequent label generalization. For example, Dautriche, Chemla, and Christophe (2016, see also Dautriche & Chemla, 2016) tested adults’ and 5-year-old children’s category label generalization using two types of distributions, a uniform distribution and a bimodal distribution. In the uniform condition, a novel category label was mapped to a snake, a bird, a monkey, and a squirrel. In the bimodal condition, the label was mapped to two snakes and two monkeys. Both adults and children were more likely to generalize the category label to another animal in the uniform condition than in the bimodal condition. Learners took the label in the uniform condition as a word that covered a wide range of animals. In contrast, they took the label in the bimodal condition as a homophone that only covered the snake and monkey categories. A few potentially fruitful directions for further investigation concern the roles of taxonomic or perceptual distance between exemplars, exemplar distributions, and size of categories in category label learning and word generalization.

Another characteristic of the present study is that the objects and categories are all familiar to adult participants, which is a design used in many previous word generalization studies (e.g., Spencer et al., 2011; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). Jenkins, Samuelson, Smith, and Spencer (2015) found that how broadly 3- to 5-year-old children generalized a novel category label was not only affected by the exemplars they saw when they heard the label, but also by their prior category knowledge. Therefore, another area for future research is how prior knowledge about objects or categories affects category label learning and generalization and how these processes change across development.

4.3. Effect of temporal arrangements on word learning

The current research also shows that different temporal presentations only affected the learning of individual labels but not category labels. This result indicates that temporal arrangements differentially affected the learning of different types of labels. It was easier to learn individual labels when they were presented in blocks, be they completely separated from or interleaved with blocks containing category labels. The presence of a
category label in the same trial significantly interfered with the learning of individual labels. The benefit of blocked designs in learning individual labels is consistent with previous cross-situational learning studies (e.g., Benitez et al., 2016; Vlach & Johnson, 2013; Yurovsky et al., 2013). Yet, unlike previous research showing a positive interleaved effect in category learning (e.g., Kang & Pashler, 2012; Kornell & Bjork, 2008; Wahlheim et al., 2011), our study suggests that there was no advantage or disadvantage of presenting category labels in separated, interleaved, or mixed schedules.

Why is individual label learning affected by temporal arrangement of stimuli? One possibility is that different word-object mapping principles may be applied in different types of learning trials when learners aggregate statistical information across trials. In blocked designs, all items in an individual label trial had the same mapping principle (i.e., mapping to one, and only one, object across trials). However, in a mixed design, labels in a trial followed different mapping principles (i.e., two labels were mapped to only one object across trials and one label was mapped to multiple objects across trials). The inconsistency in the mapping principles for different labels in the same trial likely made it hard to track word-object co-occurrences across trials. This result also indicates that the additional regularity of having the same mapping principle may be beneficial for individual label learning. One topic for future work is how temporal presentation interacts with the accumulation or integration of information and how that influences the learning of different types of words.

Conclusions

The current research demonstrates that adults are able to extract multiple levels of word-object co-occurrences and use them to learn hierarchical labels. In addition, adults generalize category labels to novel instances, which is indicative of word-concept associations. Importantly, learners’ scope of generalization is consistent with the category boundary present in the input, suggesting their sensitivity to the input structure. Our results also show that different types of words are differentially affected by different presentation schedules.
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